CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS

Students are expected to arrive to class on time. To be on time, you are at your classroom with the majority of your peers:

- Neatly line up in front of classroom
- Do not enter without permission from your teacher.
- After entry, wait for teacher’s greeting before you take your seat.
- Quietly prepare your materials and get homework ready for checking
- Wait quietly for instructions to follow.
- Should you be late, have a note from the last teacher or student office.

Students are expected to have their own materials. To be prepared for a lesson, you need the following:

- Student diary
- Textbook
- Workbook
- Calculator(s)
- Stationary
- Completed homework
- Assignments (if required)

Students are expected to respect their teacher and peers. To be respectful to your teacher and peers implies that you:

- Will accept your peers as willing and able learners
- Will accept your teacher as a knowledgeable and fair leader
- Will not engage in activities that prohibit your peers from learning and teacher from teaching
- Are entitled to fair application of disciplinary guidelines
- Are entitled to appropriate and helpful feedback from peers and teacher

Students are expected to respect their school and classroom. To be respectful to your school and classroom implies that you:

- Will not damage or write on your desks or classroom walls
- Will keep your desk area clean from rubble or pencil sharpenings
- Are wearing your uniform according to the school guidelines
- Leave the classroom in a better condition that what you found it in
- Will help to orderly stack chairs no higher than 10 per stack should it be the last lesson in that room for the day.